
TjYPES OF CARDIAO MUIRMURS.

Upon the subjeet of functional, "accidental,'' "anæmic,"
or "hmnic" murinærs, as they imay chance to be called, there is
a large literature, riel in observation, but especially rich il
hypothesis. In many of the studies the hypothetical considera-
tions lave oversh adowed the clinical description.

It cannot be denied that there are manîy cases in which tlîe
significance of a nurimur can be determined only by time and
o)servation. That, however, which seeins to ne to have been
lardly enougli eiphasized is that there are certain clinical
pietures of funetional cardiac imîurmurs, which are really rafther
easily recognizable. To consider sone of these commoner pictures
is the main object of the present conununication.

What is the significance of a cardiac muniriur in geueral1
By wiat muechanismii are cardiac murimurs produced ? Rather
broad questions, one may say; and yet the questions miay, 1
believe, be answered in a relatively simple ianner. The over-
whelming majority of cardiac imuriurs are probably the resuilt
of fluid veins arising beyond a point of constriction, or just
beyond a more or less fixed point through which the blood passes
into a vessel of considerably larger size, or capable of greater
distension. At sueh points it is obvious from the simple physi-
(al consideration that murmurs should arise the more readily
the more rapid the current and the less viscous the fluid: and,
moreover, .that they should be transmitted in the course of the
rurrent.

iNothing is simpler thîan the illustration of tlese points to
a class by imeans of rubber tubes attached to a water tap. lhe
character of the murmurs which arise with stenoses or insuffi-
ciencies of the four cardia orifices -are familiar .enough to ail,
and the explanation of their manner of origin and conduction
is simple enough. The mannro rgnan h dcin fal
the ordinary cardiae mnurmnurs, with the exception of stenoses of
the auriculo-ventricular orifices, may be illustrated in the living
dog's leart as elearly as with a rubber tube, and I know few
deionstrations more illuniinating than the production of an
artificial mitral insufitcieny, where one may hear, on auscilta-
tion, a soft systolic murmnur at the apex of the left ventricle,
while iii the left auricle, iiiimediately beyond the valves, there
is a marked thrill and a unurmunr of the very lighest degree of
intensity.

If it be easy to sec why, in disease, nurmurs arise, it is
difficult, indeed impossible, to explain why at certain points in
the hearft iurinurs are -nol ahways present in the normal indi-
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